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PICTURE GALLERY
K&TCA Show Photos

Imp Gr Ch & Gr Pr Jusarka Thai Lilac Promise. Owned &
bred by Julie Cherkas. Izzi gained an Imperial Certificate,
BIS Neuter Korat and was Overall Best in Show.

Ch Serennol Lillee In Pink. Thai Lilac. Gained a Grand
Certificate & BOB Thai Adult. BIS Thai Cat.
Owned by Jen Lacey bred by Sarah Williams-Elliss.

Clairabelle Pixie Dust, Thai Lilac Point, here with Clair
Harding-Brown, owner & breeder. On Exhibition only, with
her baby brother, Clairabelle Ninja Rococoa.

Imp Gr Ch Jusarka Rainbow Warrior, gained an Olympian
certificate, BOB & BIS Adult Korat.
Owned and bred by Julie Cherkas. Cared for and
beautifully presented by Clair Harding-Brown.

Kal-Lee Minnie Sota, BOB & BIS Korat Kitten. Owned by Jen
Lacey, bred by Bobbie Weihrauch, USA.

Ch Jusarka Suchin, representing the six Thai Blue Points
at the Show. Owned by Sarah Williams-Elliss, bred by
Julie Cherkas

Photos Courtesy of Catherine Tew

PICTURE GALLERY
Members Photos

Edie’s new-born (less than an hour old)
Thai Blue Point Kittens. Bred by Julie Cherkas

‘Tobias’ aka Tobi
Owned by Susan Miller

‘Al Pacino’ aka Chino
Photo courtesy of Chino’s owner - Jo Collar

Uma at Play!
Photo courtesy of Uma’s owner - Jo Collar

‘Nin in pink, Fa in purple’
Photo courtesy of Nin and Fa’s owner Suzie Cooper

‘Evie’
Photo courtesy of Evie’s owner Louise Portsmouth
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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES


In my last message I was thinking about spring coming and now the summer has nearly passed. It’s amazing
how those months fly by. We had our show and AGM coming up and now those are but a memory, and it’s
time to plan for the Supreme (in October this year, so no drive home in the dark) and consider whether
Korats and/or Thais can be available to meet the public at the National Pet Show. Then onto 2016 and the
probability of two shows. Read more about this later.
The last two or three months here have been the usual mix of kids, cats, and kittens. We get visiting
grandchildren in the school holidays and the boarding cattery is in full swing. Then right in the middle of June
Lillee (Ch Serennol Lillee In Pink, TAI c) presented us with her first litter. She was a devoted mum for the first
four/five weeks and then the messy stage of weaning and litter tray kicked in and she took a graceful couple
of steps backwards to signal that as these were human impositions clearing up was not her responsibility.
She would oblige by doing some dish licking, but that was most definitely as far it went.
It’s good to know that all the kittens have homes to go to next month, and even better is that all owners have
had Korats before. They know exactly that nothing else is quite the same and are so looking forward to their
new arrivals. It’s a great comfort for a breeder to have confidence that there will be a smooth transition, and
so upsetting to learn that there are times when potential purchasers can be dishonest about their intentions.

Two of mine at 3 weeks. I could not get them to stand still for a picture today!
It marked a welfare milestone that the GCCF Council meeting in June approved a rule to make it mandatory
for kittens to leave home having completed their course of vaccinations, unless it’s agreed in writing that this
shouldn't happen. So often welfare cases that came to the Disciplinary Committee concerned instances
where kittens were ill, or had died, which causes massive upset for all concerned. It’s impossible to protect
against all diseases, but all the more reason to use any prevention available.
If you haven’t already, have a browse around the GCCF website. The Korats and Thais have their own
areas, and there are breed details with clear pictures. Visit the welfare section too and find information on the
latest campaign to keep cats safe from poisoning, and there’s the very helpful booklet by Dr Angus Nurse to
download entitled ‘Cats and The Law.’ It deals with everything from the Sale of Goods Act, through
neighbour disputes and road traffic accident responsibility. Not all is applicable to Korat ownership, but much
that is of interest.

Jen Lacey

Editor’s Note
So here we are at the Summer edition of your
Newsletter and yet it is already feeling like the
summer has ended!
Maisie and Willow are curled up beside me on the
radiator bed longing for me to put the heating on,
unconvinced that it’s still too early to be doing such a
thing!!

Subscriptions

Subs are due 1st January every year and methods of payment can be found on page 25. If you
pay by cheque, please be aware that this process is reasonably slow and you could be waiting a
short while until your cheque is cashed. It’s becoming more popular these days to use PayPal as
this is an instant payment. Either way, if you have access to emails, you can drop me an email
to confirm you’ve sent a payment to membership@korats.org.uk.

We don’t want to lose you!!
Many of you will be used to our red dot system as a reminder that your subs are overdue. Due
to our new slick paper copy of the newsletter and for other reasons beyond my control, we had
to replace the red dot system. So your red dot edition will now come with a note on the front
cover of your newsletter instead. If you receive this message on your copy this time round,
your subs were due last January, which we have not yet received. If you don’t pay before the
end of the month, unfortunately we will have to let you go and this will be the last newsletter
we send you. 

Keep in touch!

So, I’ve recently taken on the role as Membership Secretary, but before I continue, I wanted
to say a big thank you to Brian and Jen Lacey for allowing me to take the reins and for all their
hard work and effort looking after the memberships. It’s not an easy task!
I’d like to start the ball rolling, by asking you all, if you have an email address please could you
send me an email to membership@korats.org.uk so that I can make sure we update our records
with your current email. If your email does not contain your name to identify you, please just
type your name in the subject bar.
I am looking into ways of keeping in touch with you as members and email is the easiest option.
Those of you who still receive the paper version of our newsletter, please can you also provide
an email if you have one. You can then be included in any information/subs reminders, etc.,
which the committee feel would be worth spreading the news!

Website
There are lots of kittens advertised on the website looking for their
permanent loving homes, so if you are looking for your next Korat or Thai you
will find us at www.korats.org.uk.
New for breeders: if you would like a photo of your advertised kittens

uploaded to our website please send your photo to dee@korats.org.uk. Only one photo per
advert please. The photo must be good quality, high resolution.
Well that’s almost everything from me I think……apart from the usual request for
contributions for future newsletters. If you have something you would like to share with your
fellow Korateers, or a favourite photo that you would like us to include in the members gallery,
you can email me at either of the following addresses: dee@korats.org.uk or
dee.hk@virginmedia.com Thank you to everyone who has contributed towards this newsletter.
Also, make sure you take advantage of the special club title rosettes and the show points
scheme (details on Page 13), that is free to all members who like to show off their beautiful
cats! Hopefully I may see some of you at the Supreme Cat Show this year. Whether you are
showing or just visiting, don’t forget to visit club row and say ‘Hi’ to the committee members
who will be manning the K&TCA table!
One final thank you before I sign off! Julie, you are as ever a star! Thank you for all the help
you are giving me with the newsletter, to try and keep the standard up……It would be nothing
without your help!
So that’s it from me……Enjoy your Summer Newsletter 

Dee Hillier-Kidston – K&TCA Newsletter Editor >^..^<


Governing Council of the Cat Fancy

39

th

SUPREME CAT SHOW
To be held in halls 17 and 18
NATIONAL EXHIBITION CENTRE,
BIRMINGHAM, B40 1NT
on
SATURDAY 24th October 2015
We hope to see you there

Korat & Thai Cat Association 9th Championship Show
12 April 2015

Once again we shared the venue with the Midland Counties Cat Club and the Short Haired Cat
Society. With the venue being a little further north than some of the previous venues, it was a
very early start for many.
The Korat & Thai Club table was well manned throughout the day. It was steadily busy all day
with many visitors. I took a short stint on the table but had been asked to steward by Maggie
Birchall, so I welcomed the opportunity to hold some different breeds that I hadn’t held before;
Devon Rex, LaPerm and Household Pets. A thoroughly enjoyable day  Here are the results:

Best in Show Results
OVERALL BEST IN SHOW:
IGC & GrPr Jusarka Thai Lilac Promise
(owned and bred by Julie Cherkas)

BEST IN SHOW ADULT:
IGC Jusarka Rainbow Warrior
(owned and bred by Julie Cherkas; cared for beautifully by Clair Harding-Brown)

BEST IN SHOW KITTEN:
Kal-Lee Minnie Sota
(owned by Jen Lacey, Bred by Mrs R Weihrauch)

BEST IN SHOW THAI:
Ch Serennol Lilee in Pink
(owned by Jen Lacey, Bred by Sarah Williams-Elliss)

Other results on the day were:

Adults
Olympian Class:
Grand Class Male:
Grand Class Female:

Oly awarded to Imp Gr Ch Jusarka Rainbow Warrior (Korat)
Gr awarded to Ch Jusarka Point-to-Point (Thai Blue Point)
Gr awarded to Ch Serennol Lillee in Pink (Thai Lilac)
Res awarded to Ch Indigo True Blue (Korat)

Korat Breed Class

Female 1st and CC:
Best of Breed:

Smud-Khoi's Si-Sawat Saeng-Jan
Imp Gr Ch Jusarka Rainbow Warrior

Thai Breed Class

Female 1st and CC:
2nd:
Best of Breed:

Thanonwang Elvenstar (Thai Lilac)
Jusarka Special Edition (Thai Blue Point)
Ch Serennol Lillee in Pink (Thai Lilac)

Neuters
Olympian Class:
Imperial Male Class:
Imperial Female Class:
Grand Class Female:

Oly awarded to UK Gr Ch & Imp Gr Pr Jenanca Anjali (Korat)
Gr Pr Jusarka Gingko (Korat)
Imp Gr Ch & Gr Pr Jusarka Thai Lilac Promise (Korat)
Pr Higford Thai Chi (Thai Blue Point)

Korat Breed Class

Best of Breed:

UK Gr Ch & Imp Gr Pr Jenanca Anjali

Thai Breed Class

Best of Breed:

Pr Higford Thai Chi (Thai Blue Point)

Kittens
Korat Breed Class

Female 1st and Best of Breed:

Kal-Lee Minnie Sota

Thai Breed Class

Male 1st :
Female 1st and Best of Breed:
Dee Hillier-Kidston – Editor

Clairabelle Lapsong Oolong (Thai Lilac)
Clairabelle Cocoa Latte (Thai Lilac)

Four Cool Facts About Your Cat’s Eyes
Are cats colour-blind? Are they nearsighted or farsighted?
Can they see in the dark? Read on and find out.
There’s a lot of conflicting information about just how cats see the world around them.
Because we can’t see through our cats' eyes, the only way we can really find the truth is
through scientific research. What follows, is the most-often agreed-upon understandings of
how cats' eyes work.
First, let’s start out with a basic eye-anatomy refresher course. Every eye has a lens that
allows light into the eye through a gateway called the pupil (the black part at the centre of
your eye). In the back of the eye is an area called the retina, where the images and light
are transmitted to the brain via the optic nerve. Our brain then makes sense of all that light
and motion and translates it into what we perceive as vision. The retina has two types of
receptors: rods, which detect light, and cones, which detect colour.
1. Cats can’t see in total darkness, but they see well in very low light
Our feline friends can see well in just one-sixth the light we require because of two
important factors. First, cats have a lot more rods than we do, which means they can
detect much more light than we can. Second, cats have a layer of tissue at the back of
their eyes called the tapetum lucidum, which reflects light within the eye and allows the cat
another chance to “see” it. The tapetum lucidum is also what makes cats’ eyes shine in the
dark.
2. Cats aren't completely colour-blind, but their colour vision is limited
Cats have a lot fewer cones than humans do, and the ones they do have aren’t
concentrated, as they are in human eyes. Scientists believe that cats perceive blues and
yellows fairly well but they can’t distinguish between reds and greens. Cats generally see
colour in much less intense hues than we do.
3. Cats see less detail than we do
It’s not that cats are nearsighted - nearsightedness is a vision problem that has to do with
defects in the shape of the lens of the eye - but that the balance of rods and cones doesn’t
allow for good detail vision. Because cats have more rods and fewer cones than we do, they
don’t perceive things like leaves on trees or writing in books in the way that we do. Many
researchers do, however, believe cats are farsighted because the cat’s lens doesn’t change
shape to compensate for focusing close up, and that they see best at a distance of two or
three feet.
4. Those vertical pupils aren’t just for decoration
Cats and other animals that are active in the day and night have pupils shaped like vertical
slits because that shape allows the pupil to change size much faster than the round pupils
we humans have. The smaller the pupil, the less light comes in, so our cats are much less
likely to get blinded by sudden changes in light levels than we are.
These facts are borne out by the number of times you will notice your cat can see small
movements at a great distance; but put a treat right under its nose and you will notice your
cat cannot see the treat (unless it moves) but will seek it out using another sense; smell.
Taken from www.catster.com

Committee News
The committee continues to work to promote the Korats & Thais and
once again, there are a few changes since the previous newsletter.
THE OFFICERS OF THE CLUB AND COMMITTEE
At this year’s AGM, all club officers agreed to continue their roles. One change however, is that
Dee Hillier-Kidston has taken over as Membership Secretary from Jen & Brian Lacey, freeing
them up to concentrate on their roles as Chair and GCCF Delegate, and Treasurer, respectively.
Dee is hoping to be more pro-active in this role and so you should get more email reminders of
various items of news throughout the year, not just in the newsletters. Our committee has also
changed slightly; Janet Jeffers has resigned from the committee due to her location and we wish
her well in her new venture in Ireland; and sadly, Jocelyn Glanfield had to retire due to ill health.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Janet and Jocelyn for their work during the time
they served on the committee. Two retirees left us a bit short, but I’m happy to announce that
we have since co-opted three new committee members; Clare Treacher, Emmie Beale and Harry
Bailey. I would like to welcome them onto the committee and hope they will enjoy helping us
promote our wonderful breed.
2016 – THE 10th & 11th K&TCA CHAMPIONSHIP SHOWS
Our 10th Championship show will be held in Wolverhampton, on 3rd April 2016, joining forces
with the other small breed clubs, the Short Haired Cat Society and Midland Counties Cat Club.
However, as many of us feel Wolverhampton is a step too far – and having so many shows in
one day makes for an extremely long day – we began looking at other possible venues. As a
result, I am very happy to announce that we will be moving to join the Russian Blue Breeders
Association at their intimate show venue at Ettington in October. This means we shall be holding
our 11th Championship Show on 1st October 2016, not one, but two breed shows in 2016! It
will be very sad saying goodbye to Lynda Ashmore, as our long-standing show manager. Lynda
has been show manager for all of our Championship shows and has always done a sterling job,
and turned in a small profit too; no mean feat in this day and age! We shall look forward to
celebrating her accomplishments next April for the last time. It does mean, however, that it will
now be possible to invite Lynda to judge our beautiful cats at our breed shows. See the Show
page for further details.
SUPREME SHOW
As most know, the Supreme is being held earlier this year; 24th October 2015 and as usual we
are hoping to have a few friendly Korats & Thais to meet and greet on Club Row.
SHOW STRUCTURE REVIEW GROUP The proposals drafted for discussion in council’s February
and June meetings have still not taken place, due to lack of time. So, if you show your cats,
make sure you have your say!! Ideas, comments and feedback can still be made on Facebook
‘GCCF Show Review Group’ or by email to showreviewgroup@outlook.com. Further information
and the latest updates are also on the GCCF website.
NEW MEMBERS
We have eight new members who have not had a mention in a previous newsletter, and three
returning members. The committee would like to offer them all a warm welcome.
Welcome to our New Members:
Sandra Woodley, from Farley Hill in Berkshire.
Richard Keown, from Chorley Wood, Herts.
Monique Bredius & Cliff Self, from Rainham, Kent.
Sarah Dewhurst, from Lyndhurst in Hampshire.

Susan Miller, from Argyll & Bute.
James Baldwin, from Bromley, Kent.
Emmie Beale, from Eltham in London.
Harry Bailey, from Swanley in Kent.

And welcome back to: Julie White, from Tamworth, Staffs; Mr K & Mrs P Shimmin, from the
Isle of Man; and Katreya Somerville, from London
That’s it for now, I hope to see some of you at the Supreme, next month.
Julie Cherkas (Secretary) 216 Northam Road, Southampton, SO14 0QE
Tel: 023 8090 4187
email: jusarka@hotmail.co.uk

SHOW NEWS
Korat & Thai Cat Association Breed Show
In early July, we heard that the Russian Blue Breeders
Association was looking for a small breed club to join their
October Breed Show. It was a chance to go back to the ‘old
days’ when we managed an intimate breed show and were like
a large family on a special day out. Having already approached our committee and a
few others who show cats to garner favour, I first spoke to Lynda Ashmore, our
current show manager. I wanted to reassure Lynda that our two reasons for moving
were location and intimacy and certainly wasn’t any reflection on her; far from it! She
has always had prodigious skills as a Show Manager – and making us a profit! It also
means we will be moving back to a Saturday show date.
However, by joining the RBBA, we would also find ourselves in the enviable position of
having an opportunity to hold two breed shows in 2016. So, having reassured
Lynda that we were still happy to join the Midland Counties and Short Haired Cat
Society in Wolverhampton on Sunday 3rd April 2016 for our 10th Championship
Show, I spoke to Marlene Buckeridge who manages the RBBA Show. She, in turn,
approached her committee, who were more than happy to share their venue in
Ettington (near Stratford-upon-Avon) with us. We then applied to GCCF to hold our
2016/2017 (show season runs from June to June) at a shared venue with RBBA. So
our 11th Championship Show will be held on Saturday 1st October 2016. With
a more intimate venue, further south – and hopefully a much earlier finish! It would
be wonderful if a few more of our members would like to enter cats or just visit for a
super ‘cat chat’ day out! If you’re worried about not having shown before, just
contact one of the committee who will be pleased to mentor you in showing 

The Supreme Cat Show
Once again, the venue is the NEC, Birmingham but, due to availability of the halls, it’s
much earlier this year, on Saturday 24th October 2015.
The Korat & Thai Cat Association will be
having our usual table in Club Row and
there
will
be
a
few
friendly
representatives of the breeds there to be
cuddled and stroked by their adoring
public.
We will also have a good
selection of Dee’s merchandise on sale;
club pens, key rings, tote bags and best
of all, K&TCA fleeces.
You still have an opportunity to enter cats
in competition; the closing date is next
th
week. Entries must be received by 15 September 2015, but they will still be
accepted up to 21st September 2015 on payment of an additional £5.00. Even if you
don’t show, it would be lovely to see you on Club Row – do come along and say hello.

Show Points Scheme and Special Club Rosettes
If you show your cats, don’t forget to let Jen Day have
details of your show wins throughout 2015.
In addition to the prestige of having a winning cat, each
time your cat gains a new title, you can claim a special
club rosette. These are very striking; in shades of blue
with the club’s logo and the cat’s new title and pedigree
name printed on the tails, in silver.
Full details of the Points Scheme were published in the last newsletter, pages
12-13, now available on the club website (korats.org.uk - newsletters page).
You can either send your results to Jen after each show for her to save, or you
can save your results on a spread sheet updated after each show, of then send
it to Jen at the end of the year. Either method is acceptable but don’t forget, if
you want to participate in the awards, Jen needs your results! Our points
scheme, unlike the GCCF show year, runs each calendar year so Jen needs
your full results by the end of January 2016, for wins awarded in 2015.

The Gorgeous Thai Lilac Point
We are still doing our best to breed more Thai Lilac Points. But as I said in the
last newsletter, it’s not easy!
Clair Harding-Brown has so far bred two
gorgeous TLPs; a girl called Pixie Dust,
followed by a boy called Ninja. As I type
this, Sky, my Korat who carries both
recessive genes, is currently ‘cosied up’
with Ninja and appears to be about 3
weeks pregnant  Because Ninja is a
double recessive for both pointed and
chocolate genes, and Sky carries both
recessive genes, we have a 1 in 4 chance
of a TLP.
In fact, this litter is really
exciting for me – although I’m trying not
to get too carried away as I don’t want to
jinx anything – but statistically, Sky
should have equal numbers of all four
‘colours’. Genetically, she could produce a
Korat, Thai Lilac, Thai Blue Point and Thai
Lilac Point!

Clairabelle Pixie Dust and her brother,
Clairabelle Ninja Rococoa.
The beautiful Thai lilac points - hopefully
we’ll have more to join them later this
year or early next year!
Photo courtesy of Clair Harding-Brown.

All I can say is cross your fingers, toes and paws for us in six weeks time!
Julie Cherkas, Jusarka Cats

Flowers, Plants and Felines!

Tulips and cats don't mix!

You may be surprised to learn that so many
plants are poisonous to cats. Many plants, both
indoors and outdoors, have been identified as
toxic, often fatal, to cats. Sometimes it's the leaves,
sometimes berries or blossoms, but some portion
of many different plants are toxic when ingested by
a cat. If you suspect that you have one of these
plants in or around your house, take extra care with
your feline to help avoid them. If you have a plant
and are not sure whether it will harm your cat,
there is an extensive list of plants and flowers on
the International Cat Care website.
http://icatcare.org/advice/poisonous-plants

We are all surrounded by plants and flowers, indoors and outdoors but there are some very
common plants and flowers that are extremely poisonous which can be deadly and bring harm to
your cat. It’s the young inquisitive cat or kitten that is most at risk of eating harmful plants,
particularly household ones. Bored cats can also be at risk. Cats confined to a run or entirely
indoors would best suit an environment without harmful or hazardous plants.
All plants can be an irritant for a cat’s gastrointestinal system causing it to vomit. And if available,
your cat will always want to nibble on the grass. When grass is not available, they may turn to a
household plant instead. Particularly dangerous are Dieffenbachia (Dumb Cane).

Lilies – While they may look beautiful in a vase in
your home, to your cat, they are highly toxic! Every
part of the Lily is poisonous, including the pollen,
leaves and flower. If your cat even brushes past a Lily,
it will then be ingested when they groom and in a
multi-cat household where your cats groom each
other, this could be fatal for any of your cats that may
have ingested the pollen. If your cat eats any part of a
lily, it will most certainly be fatal!
SYMPTOMS: If your cat has come into contact with
lilies, some of the first signs you may encounter are
depression, lack of appetite and sometimes vomiting.
If untreated he will quickly go downhill and become dehydrated as well as suffer diarrhoea. He will
suffer breathing difficulties and bad breath. Acute renal failure is the likely eventual result - if he
doesn’t receive medical treatment within hours, he will probably die.
Lilies aside, cat owners should also be wary of cyclamen, poinsettia, amaryllis, Chrysanthemum,
holly, ivy, mistletoe, ferns, umbrella plant, tulips, hyacinths and daffodils, to name a few. Laburnum,
some berries and toadstools can also occasionally cause problems too.
Foxglove, while very beautiful with its trumpet like
blossoms, is very poisonous to dogs, cats, and even
humans! Foxglove contains naturally-occurring poisons
that affect the heart, specifically cardenolides or
bufadienolides. These poisons are called cardiac
glycoside toxins, and they interfere directly with
electrolyte balance within the heart muscle.
SYMPTOMS: Your cat may start to drool or vomit. He
may show signs of weakness or have an abnormal
heart rate. Other signs are collapse, tremors, dilated
pupils and seizures. Seek immediate medical treatment
if you suspect your cat has ingested foxglove, this plant
is life-threatening to your cat!
Cont….

The Veterinary Poisons Information Service (VPIS) warns that ingesting azalea, oleander, sago
palm or yew plant material can also be fatal for any of your pets.
Woody garden plants are unlikely to be eaten by your cat – tender household plants pose the
highest risk.
Most of these potentially harmful plants taste bad and are unlikely to be eaten in sufficient quantities
by your cat to cause permanent damage but it is always good to be aware of the potentially lifethreatening plants and flowers that your cat may have access to – Knowledge is power!
Information taken from: icatcare.org, petpoisonhelpline.com and yourcat.co.uk



Fireworks!!
With bonfire night just around the corner, for many
of us, the thought of our pets being frightened is
heart wrenching. Every year we are reminded of how
to take care of our felines when the bangs and booms
of fireworks are in the sky!

But what makes a firework bang?
The bang of the firework is technically called the report. It’s the most common effect of a
firework and sounds similar to a gunshot. A salute shell is used which usually contains flash
powder. This produces a very quick flash followed by a loud bang. Titanium may be added to
the flash powder which will produce a cloud of bright sparks around the flash. Salutes are
commonly used in large quantities for dramatic finalés at Yearly Celebrations.
There are many chemicals in fireworks that produce various different colours and light
formations but the brightest stars in fireworks, also known as Mag stars are fuelled by
magnesium. The stars are often, almost blindingly, brilliant white.
The aluminium in some fireworks produces silver and white flames and sparks. It is also the
common component used in sparklers.
In the UK, people under the age of 18 are not allowed to buy fireworks nor possess them in a
public place.
Jumping Jacks, Strings of firecrackers, shell firing tubes, Bangers and Mini Rockets were all
banned during the late 1990’s. Single shot Air Bombs and Bottle Rockets were banned in 2004
in an effort to stop anti-social behaviour involving fireworks.
With the exception of Guy Fawkes Night, New Year’s Eve, Chinese New Year and Diwali, the
UK law for setting off fireworks is 7am to 11pm. Guy Fawkes Night is extended to midnight
and New Year’s Eve, Chinese New Year and Diwali are extended to 1am.

So…the best place for our pets on firework night is tucked up
cosy and warm indoors.

ELECTORAL MEETING OF JUNE COUNCIL 2015
The 200th anniversary of the Battle of Waterloo was close, but thankfully any references to
blood and guts can be left out of this Council report! 127 delegates converged on the Conway
Hall, London, on a warm day to a room where there was no air conditioning, but swords
remained sheathed and we did without any heroic cavalry charges. As always, there were
differences of opinion, and points to be made or lost, but this was a business meeting and good
order and respect prevailed.
GCCF has a new Vice-President …

THE ELECTION RESULTS

As soon as the Board was aware that Anne Gregory was no longer going to be a Board member
it was agreed to put her name forward, and she was elected to this honorary position by a very
large majority. Anne is a well respected all breed judge and has given many years of service to a
number of clubs and BACs, but her achievements for YES, and in promoting GCCF and cats to
the public through the Pet Shows, have been above and beyond outstanding. Vice-President is
an honorary title, but has to be earned and deserved, so congratulations on your achievement,
Anne, and thank you on behalf of Council for your many years of commitment.
…And Vice Chairman
Since Keith Scruton stood down in November last year, there has been no Vice-Chair, and it's
probably been fairly tough on the Chairman not to have someone with whom to share the
workload and discuss problems. That time is at an end as John Hansson has joined Steve Crow
to complete the officer team. He managed to get from New Zealand (via Heathrow) to join the
meeting later in the afternoon and hear the good news.
All other election results can be found on the GCCF website. I’m on the Board and Genetics
Committee again, but not the Disciplinary Committee as it was agreed following legal advice
that the disciplinary process should be separate from the executive.
However, there was no election for the Appeals Committee as there were not a sufficient
number of applicants. As it was most unlikely that an appeal would happen in the next few
months it was agreed that applications would be sought and elections held in October. It’s
recognised that this is not thought of as an interesting committee, because it meets so very
rarely, but because of the work involved it needs highly motivated and suitably skilled
members. There was a suggestion that elections should always be held in October to set
Appeals apart and make it special, and this found favour with delegates. If anyone reading this
would like to stand for Appeals then please visit the GCCF website and make your application.
The new website is launched.

NEWS

That went live from 5pm immediately after Council. Rosemary Fisher (who has put in hours of
work on the project over many months) thanked those who had contributed and does want the

message out to BACs that nothing is set in stone. If breed details need to be amended and
updated then that can be done by BAC request.
She thanked DTC for the construction and the training both she and Marcia Owen have been
given to operate the new site, and there was a special tribute to Marcia for work in transferring
all the show data, that is accessed and appreciated so much, across to the new system. A lot of
the breed information and photographs have been supplied by BAC and club contacts and there
are some really stunning pictures on there. So do all go and browse and enjoy. If you get stuck
there is an internal search engine (though hopefully the pathways are straightforward). Also
there is a link through to the old site until it’s certain that all the material that is wanted has
been transferred, so no access is lost.
Kitten Vaccination
It’s now a rule that kittens should be fully vaccinated at least a week ahead of going to their
new homes, unless there’s a signed agreement between the new owner and breeder that this
should not be done. It’s the three core vaccinations that are required, FPV (infectious enteritis),
FHV and FCV (cat flu). Others remain entirely at the discretion of the breeder. The important
message is that kittens are protected by vaccination and it’s expected that those who breed
ensure the course is completed. When it was advisory the message was more mixed and this
clarifies it absolutely for all concerned.
The hope is it reduces the number of complaints IC gets in relation to kittens being ill, which in
turn means there are fewer sick kittens in actuality. There won’t be additional work for DC, as
it’s a very straightforward situation and a fixed penalty fine will be levied on those who don’t
comply on the first two occasions. DC will not be involved until the third, and it’s hoped that
once would be all that is necessary to give a reminder.
Breed Promotions

BREED AND SHOW INFORMATION

A cheer went up to welcome the acceptance of the Ragamuffin to Championship Status. The
Sokoke breed gained preliminary recognition and they will be on the hunt for the merit
certificates. I believe they are few in number at present, but as someone who has worked with
a minority breed myself for over 35 years, I know quality counts over quantity any day. Chaiyo
Korats & Thais!
The Chairman introduced the Outcrossing Policy put together by Anthony Nichols on behalf of
the Genetics Committee. Do have a look as Korats feature in this. (Page 17).
Imports
A rule change confirmed that five was the maximum number of generations that could be
required on the pedigree of an import. This had been standard practice for many years and
reciprocated the three, four and five generation pedigrees GCCF issued for exports. It was
stressed that breeders should be aware of the registration policies of other organisations and

could make what checks they pleased in advance of importing, but the GCCF responsibility
would be for five generations.
The 2015 Supreme

SHOW BUSINESS

The Show manager announced that schedules were ready, and from Friday evening the
Supreme website would be updated and live. News for all clubs to note was that the tables and
exhibition pens of Club Row would be free of charge. It was a way of saying ‘Please bring your
lovely friendly cats to show off to the public’. I’m sure K&TCA will well represented by some of
our lovely cats who are super at meeting and greeting an interested public.
Exhibition Classes with a Critique
Approval of this proposal from the LaPerm Cat Club means that shows can offer exhibition
classes for cats of breeds with full or preliminary recognition in which the breed class judge
assesses the exhibit and gives a critique. It should allow breeders independent feedback on
breeding cats that are not eligible to be shown in competition because they are referenced
registered by the terms of their registration policy, but future generations will progress. These
could be used for the Thai Lilac Points.
Show Rule Changes
A cat can enter a higher certificate class if a title is gained after the closing date stated on the
schedule if an extension to the closing date is published on the GCCF website. This should help
some exhibitors who have been frustrated by the ‘official’ date being the original one.
Exhibitors may not receive any certificate and/or Best of Breed, Best of Variety or Best in Show
awards from judges they have travelled with to that show in a private vehicle. (This was the
most contentious of the rule changes, partly because it was felt to reflect on judge integrity, but
it was proposed to address some grievances and is in keeping with the rules other organisations
have for judges and referees.)
Those are the edited highlights from June. The full report and meeting minutes can be found on
the GCCF website. Go to ‘About GCCF’ and from the drop down menu select ‘Council Meetings’.

Jen Lacey (K&TCA delegate to Council)


“Humans: No fur, no paws, no tail. They run away from mice. They never
get enough sleep. How can you help but love such an absurd animal?" –
Anonymous Cat

The Tale of Tom Bombadil (Shrasta) – The Final Chapter
It was perhaps tempting providence to mention Shrasta’s longevity in the last edition
of the newsletter. Since that article was written, he experienced four grand mal
seizures (of up to 4 minutes each), and his health deteriorated rapidly after each one.
Of course, he did not know what was happening during those events, and did not suffer
at the time, but the exhaustion and stiffness in the aftermath was distressing to see.
After much heart-searching, and on the advice of a very kind vet who was closely
monitoring Shrasta’s condition, he was put to sleep at 2.15 p.m. on Friday 1 May 2015,
just before which he continued to purr for England. He was 22 years, two months and
two days old - the human equivalent of nearly 105 years.

We are very slowly coming to terms with his loss, but the void in our lives is vast. This
is one of the final photos taken of him, showing him in a blissfully serene moment
while on his favourite perch above a radiator.

Robin Miller


Interesting Cat Facts
Almost 10% of a cat's bones are in its tail.
A cat can spend 5 or more hours a day grooming itself.
It’s estimated cats can make over 60 different sounds.
A tomcat (male cat) can begin mating when he is between 7 & 10 months old.
Cats have 30 teeth (12 incisors, 10 premolars, 4 canines & 4 molars).
Cats sleep 16-18 hours per day.
A cat can live 20 or more years but the average life span of a domestic cat is 14 years.

A Newcomer from America: Kal-Lee Kasem
and his Illustrious Ancestor, Cedar Glen’s Kasem of Ab-Hi-Ko
Throughout the history of the Korat in the United Kingdom we have sought to breed
true to its origins in Thailand, and for the health of the breed. Strong lines need a
diversity of familial genes. So while every member of our Korat family must trace its
heredity back to Thailand, most
of us try to find distant members
of the breed to achieve healthy
matings.
To maintain the health-andvitality of our breed it is necessary
to renew the gene-pool by
importing
new
blood
from
abroad with some regularity. In
2014-15 breeders, realising a
need, have united in bringing to
this country some extremely
beautiful young breeding cats.
It’s a truly exciting time! Liz
Beckett has a boy from Norway,
Emmie Beale and Clare Treacher,
Ch Kal-Lee's Kasem
a boy with new Thai blood from
Belgium and Catherine Tew has an unrelated Belgian girl. Leo and I opted for the USA’s
long established lines and, for better or worse, have added Bobbie Weihrauch’s
adorable and noisy Minnesota born Kal-Lee Kasem to our metropolitan family. His much
quieter sister has a home in the country with Jen Lacey.
Before importing a Korat (which
even in these post quarantine
days is still not easy) you must
decide what you want from
your cat. Sentimentally, Leo
and I decided that we wanted
a stud who carried the same
lines as our adored first Korat
pair, neuter brother and sister
Rataekora
Nimrod
and
Dorabella.
Both
their
sire
(Jaltari’s Kanza) and dam
(Gaetano
Kamalah)
were
imported by Audrey Pitt from
America and both are in
Kasem’s pedigree. That came
about
because
Hewitt
Lovelace, an American working near Leicester in the 90s, met some of Audrey’s kittens
and fell in love with Rataekora Soochah Dah (b.1996). He took her back to the USA. Sue
is our boy’s great-great grand dam and Kanza was her sire, which makes him Kas’
great-great-great grandsire. Using our heads, we also wanted a pedigree which
brought a large number of new outcrosses to the breed here and Kasem’s Pewterpaws
lines help him to tick that box superbly.
Jaltari's Kanza

When Kasem’s distinguished breeder Bobbie Weihrauch asked if we had a name for
her male kitten, we searched through his pedigree and loved the name Kasem. Our
Kas is named after Cedar Glen’s Kasem of Ab-Hi-Ko who was bred by Jean Johnson,
founder member of the American Korat Fanciers Association. He was four generations
removed from Nara and Darra the first two American imports sent to Jean in 1959, and I
already knew his name because it occurs in the pedigrees of Miss Betty Munford’s
original UK imports in mating’s with Cedar Glen’s Siphya, and Armagh Breague’s Blu Bell
of Suzy Cat.
Cat genealogy is made more
interesting by the different queens a
boy can mate with and Cedar
Glen’s Kasem appears a number of
times in our Kas’s family tree. Two of
the mating’s are the same as those
in the lines which came with Miss
Bunford’s cats but one is different and I have a picture of Cedar
Glen’s Kasem’s son from a mating
with Daphne Negus’ Malaid’s
Doklao Noi of Si Sawat. WOW! Here
he is! Si Sawat Sunan, known to his
mates as Muscles! Said Muscles
(who lived to twenty-two-and-ahalf) happens to have been Jaltari’s
Kanza’s great-great-grandsire (our
late lamented Nimrod’s dad).

Si-Sawat Sunan

But - back to the Great Kasem. I still had no picture of him and drew a few blanks
before asking Bobbie. Norma O’Neill, another of the Great American Korat Ladies was
Bobbie’s mentor and Bobbie dug out a priceless document for me, Norma’s birthday
greeting piece written in Kasem’s honour on his 14th birthday, 1st January, 1978.
At last a picture of Cedar Glen’s Kasem, and more...
He loved girls and sired Suva, who later
went to South Africa, by mating his
mother. Good training?! It was the
custom in the early days of Korat
breeding in the US to take the stud to
the female to avoid the risk of foetus
absorption. Wherever a girl called, be it
in the north, south, east or west, Kasem
flew or was driven there. He didn’t
reckon vets, had strong and perfect
teeth and never suffered a physical
problem
apart
from
a
minor
complication on one toe. His love for
the ladies endured!
Then came something in his history
which was ridiculously special to me.
Cedar Glen's Kasem of Ab-Hi-Ko

Continued....

When Cedar Glen’s Kasem was eighteen months old the Indianapolis
Cat Fancy club manager asked Jean Johnson if she could send a Korat for their show.
She sent Kasem. After the show he went home to Jean but soon afterwards returned to
Indiana to reside permanently with Mrs. Bertha Nuttall. Indiana University boasted at
that time one of the world’s greatest music departments, and I had the great good
fortune to work on my cello-playing there with the phenomenal Janos Starker and also
with Menahem Pressler. I only wish I had known that not far away was a third amazing
Indiana resident, Cedar Glen’s Kasem of Ab-Hi-Ko!
Back to our own young Kasem. With that background it’s hardly surprising that he
mated one of our girls at just eight months within four days of his arrival here - and given
that Korats have been known to mate at four months (or so I read) maybe his sister
Minnie-Sota had a narrow escape on their cosy transatlantic journey together…
We just hope that he meets enough girls to keep him happy!
Now I’ll hand you over to Leo for his take on the situation.

Felicity Vincent Black

NB An article on the History of Korats in the UK will follow in a future newsletter but
meanwhile, the pedigrees of the cats mentioned in this article can all be found on the
PawPeds website; go to http://www.pawpeds.com/ and click on ‘Korats’ in the
pedigree database section.

So You Think You Fancy a Stud Boy?
We now have, for our sins, a stud boy. The idea came as we noted the ever-increasing
inbreeding that affects our world and must, surely tend to diminish its quality in the longest
run?
Our Korats hail if you go back a few generations from the States. Into which soon after the
war’s end, a breeder named Jean Johnson imported such cats a few years before we had
the same idea. Our stud will, we hope, refresh the gene-pool by importing a cat that hasn’t
been caught up in the ever-diminishing dance of the local chromosomes, and by reimporting some tried and trusted genes that have been away for too long.
He sure is different, which probably has far more to do with his un-castratedness than with
any easy stereotypes (meaning caricatures) of the American Way of Life. (Must admit, all
the same, that we found he’d grown up, true to the Yankee pattern, on a more-or-less100% meat diet such as our pets would neither relish nor cope with.)
By one of those mischances, a couple of other British breeders had been pondering the
same evidence at more or less the same time and had the same idea. Even if they went
less far afield in their search, namely Belgium and Norway. We did therefore have the odd
moment of feeling it had been a good deed too far. But one stud is currently ‘resting’ thanks
to a hormone implant, so only two recent imports are ready to do the business.
He talks non-stop – it’s more of a honk really, and by no stretch of the imagination a noise
you welcome or get used to. A bit of spraying’s par for the course, and his progress at life’s
main or even sole purpose (when you’re built on his lines) soon made itself clear – it was
all you could have asked and then some. Had we been able to get hold of him at an age
nearer the normal, that might have helped with the honking (though I wouldn’t bet on it),

and maybe it might have headed off our two neuter boys’ fiercely expressed hostility
towards this better-equipped newcomer. He simply smells wrong…
Arrival aged already eight months – there, we had instantly a problem. The American
breeder, a wonderful lady, had her own complex pattern of life and wasn’t free to bring him
any sooner; part of her wonderful-ness lay in her downright refusal to even consider just
shoving him in the hold of the nearest available transatlantic plane (which is still perfectly
possible even when you set out from Minnesota) and leaving him to get on with it. She was
going to be there right at his side! Anyone who ever had to bring in a cat from abroad will
know how near-impossible that can become if you’re determined still to respect the Rights
of a Cat. None on the Eurostar. Cat through the Tunnel only if you drive. One daily North
Sea ferry, docking at Hull. And so it goes on. Felicity finally cracked it by paying a courier,
whom she accompanied on a not inexpensive though very pleasant trip to the Continent.
Bobbie the Breeder flew in regardless of expense (yes, cat people really are mad!), then on
to Brussels (where money did, I must admit, change hands). So now we have a stud boy. It
rhymes with ENJOY!! – if you’re tough enough. And it’s up to us what we do with those
priceless genes.
Reverting to The Business, Kasem the Lad has distinguished predecessors. To explain
their distinction, back to our first pair of Korats, who bore the Elgarian names Nimrod and
Dorabella. (Yes, I do know about Mozart). She was a very pretty little thing with good tipping
that made up for a certain unsociability. Anyway, we loved her, and she was still going
strong (neutered as was the custom) at twenty. Nimmy was altogether a different kettle of
fish, a major character if not quite as long-lived as his sister. When at seventeen he crossed
the rainbow bridge, she instituted in search of him what we came to call the Thirteen-Gun
Salute (it was a foretaste of Kasem). Those two were the offspring of Audrey Pitt, who’s still
there in retirement to say “Bless you, my children”, so we have the makings of a Very
Happy Ship. If only he’d give it a rest with the honking…
Leo Black


Your Cat’s Tongue
Why is your Cat’s Tongue Rough?
The tongue of a cat has tiny, backward-facing barbs (papillae) on it and they’re the
things that create that rough sensation. The barbs serve several important functions.
They make it easier for a cat to rasp the meat from the bones of his prey. The barbs
also aid in grooming as they collect dirt, debris and loose hair from the cat’s coat.
The downside to the backward-facing barbs though is that anything the cat collects on
the tongue will usually end up getting swallowed and that’s how your cat may end up
with lots of hairballs. The barbs on the tongue also make it dangerous should your cat
get some yarn, string or tinsel in its mouth because it won’t be able to spit it out!

Drinking Water
It used to be that experts thought the cat laps up water by curling the tip of the tongue
into a makeshift spoon but recent research has shown that the cat actually drinks by
curling the upper side of the tongue downward and then darts it across the surface of
the water at a remarkably fast speed. This causes a column of water to rise up and the
cat closes his mouth just in time to collect it before gravity allows the water to fall back
down. This research was done by a group from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and Princeton.
......cont

Grooming
For Survival - After a cat has eaten his
prey he will groom to remove all traces.
This is an important survival strategy
because he doesn’t want to alert any
other prey in the area to his presence.
Additionally, a cat is small enough so he
is not only a predator but potential prey
as well. Removing traces of a fresh kill
would be very important to his own safety
as well.
For Comfort - Your cat will also use his
tongue to groom himself to help keep
cool, through evaporation.
For Behaviour - Grooming is also a displacement behavior and your cat may use his
tongue to groom areas of his body if he feels stressed or anxious. Repeated grooming
in the same area can actually cause bald patches. A cat will also use his tongue for
social grooming. You may notice this if you have a multi-cat environment and you see
two cats engaging in mutual grooming.

Taste Buds
A cat's tongue isn't very good at discerning flavours because it doesn't have many
taste buds. In fact, it's largely insensitive to salt and sugar. Instead, cats seem to be
attracted to the texture of particular foods on their tongues. Cats aren't fond of
extremes, especially when it comes to their food. Overall, they tend to prefer foods at
room temperature, and they use their tongues to test whether food is too hot, too cold,
or just right.

Kittens Suckle
As kittens, the little prickles on the tongue help them latch on when they are suckling,
again the papillae act as traction on the tongue, helping them hang on easier.

BUT ..... The Best thing about your Cat’s Tongue
Of all the things cats use their tongues for, showing affection is the one that has
the most positive effect on their owners. Kittens learn about licking from their
mamas, who lick them as they care for them. When your cat licks you, he's
showing you he cares for you, and this is a generous expression since many felines
tend to be somewhat aloof. Remember that and realize how lucky you are the next
time you feel that rough tongue bathing the back of your hand!

£Treasurer’s Notes
And a sunny summer greeting from your rapidly greying and ageing Treasurer.
Let me explain. I am an easy going person, happy with life and Yorkshire. I put up with Jen's cats without
too much fuss and disappear to watch Bradford when the "Of course it was a goal, are you expletive blind
ref ?" batteries need a recharge. My time as Treasurer has been, thankfully, largely uneventful. This was
until now.
When members pay their subscription by cheque then they are taken in batches to the Post Office, this is
because the original KCA account was a Post Office Giro Bank account. Then Giro was taken over by
Alliance & Leicester, OK, no problem with this, cheques went off as before. Then A&L were taken over by
Santander. This now becomes an "adult only" tale so if you are under 18 turn to the next page!
All was fine to begin with then the regular statements became quarterly (expletive bank). OK, just use the
on-line facility …Ha..Ha…Ha. First the A&L account number became a different Santander one which
meant changes to the PayPal account, all through a mountain of red expletive tape, passwords and totally
useless expletive call centres. Eventually things fell into place and life was peaceful and smooth running
again. Then Santander lived up to their reputation. Three envelopes taken to the Post Office as usual and
fed into the system. A while later a member contacted us to find out why their cheque had not been
cashed, quickly followed by another. A look online (remember all the passwords) and no
cheques..FIFTEEN of them! Two envelopes missing. Call centre said they would search. Two weeks later
and letter arrived saying they didn't have them. Post Office said they sent them. Expletive. So contact
members to let them know their cheques are lost and could I have another one please. What a nice lot
you all are!!!! Replacement cheques start to arrive. Then a letter from Santander with a cancelled cheque
in it, one of the lost ones, those that they said they did not have!!! No point in trying the call centre so off to
local branch to talk to a real person. They eventually decided that the lost cheques had just arrived..four
months late. Believe what you will.
And before you ask, the membership cheques should not be paid in directly to the branch as they are not
suppose to accept them, they have to go via the Post Office. Expletive.
It is ongoing as I write this.
Couldn't resist……
Bradford & Bingley employees are concerned that they were given no notice of the takeover by
Santander.
A government spokesman said, "Nobody expects the Spanish acquisition."
Cheers all.
Brian.

KCA Subscriptions for 2015 became due on 1st January
Single: £9 Joint: £11
Single: £7

Joint: £9

Overseas: £12
No overseas supplement

To include a paper newsletter
Newsletter sent by email

Name(s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Email address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Tel _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Send your cheques, payable to Korat Cat Association, to:
Brian Lacey (Treasurer), The Cottage Cattery, Stapleford Road, Whissendine, Rutland LE15 7HF
Remember you can pay via PayPal using ~ treasurerkca@btinternet.com ~ quite a few are using this now

CARTOON PAGE

Somewhere, in a parallel, opposite universe,
there’s a crazy cat living alone with his
eleven little old ladies!

KORAT & THAI CAT ASSOCIATION
LIST OF BREEDERS
NAME / LOCATION

PREFIX / TEL NO

EMAIL / WEB ADDRESS

Mrs H Allinson [KOR]
Norwich
Mr H Bailey
Kent
Miss E Beale
London
Ms E Beckett [KOR]
Hampshire
Mr R & Mrs L Best [KOR & TAI]
Cardiff
Mr & Mrs L Black* [KOR]
London
Ms Julie Cherkas* [KOR & TAI]
Southampton
Ms Jo Collar [KOR & TAI]
Surrey
Miss J Couch* [KOR & TAI]
South Wales
Mrs C Harding-Brown* [KOR & TAI]
Berkshire
Mrs H Hawkins* [KOR]
Manchester
Mrs J Jeffers* [KOR & TAI]
Isle of Man
Mrs J Lacey* [KOR & TAI]
Rutland
Mrs A & Ms B Locher [KOR & TAI]
London
Miss C Nichols* [KOR]
Humber Bridge
Mrs S Ozimkowski [KOR]
South Warwickshire
Mrs Louise Portsmouth [KOR& TAI]
Royal Wootton Bassett, Wiltshire
Mrs M Saunders [KOR & TAI]
Devon
Ms G Sinclair [KOR]
London
Miss C Treacher [KOR]
London
Mr W Wilkinson [KOR]
North Cotswolds
Mrs S Williams-Elliss* [KOR & TAI]
Nottinghamshire
Mrs Liz Wilson [KOR & TAI]
Herefordshire

Alakazam
01508 538090
Korag
07540 320387
No Prefix
07809 203290
Indigo
023 9229 6647
Myfanwy
029 2084 2845
Kanzona
020 7485 1211
Jusarka
023 8090 4187
No Prefix
07799 062143
Jasumik
01792 791207
Clairabelle
07889 119224
Koorahk
0161 281 6482
Maipenrai
01624 823655
Jenanca
01664 474408
Bikila
020 8898 4299
Nikelsilva
01482 627029
Jingdao
01608 684041
Cattleya
01793 938543
Chandrakan
01395 597791
Sawatao
07814 894733
Saluay
07714 279625
Theoaks
01608 651140
Serennol
07807 888718
Higford
01531 660283

heatherallinson@btinternet.com
hb_87_@hotmail.com
memmie_89@hotmail.com
beckett199@btinternet.com
richpbest@hotmail.com
felicityvincent@googlemail.com
jusarka@yahoo.co.uk
jocollar01@gmail.com
tamruat03@yahoo.co.uk
animalantix@me.com
www.animalantix.com
koorahk_korats34@hotmail.com
www.koorahkkoratsdirect.co.uk
jj@korat.co.uk
jen.lacey@btinternet.com
www.jenanca.com
walannlocher@yahoo.co.uk
beatricelocher@hotmail.com
nikelsilva@yahoo.com
janozimkowski@btinternet.com
louise.portsmouth@mac.com
mary23@btinternet.com
gab.s@virgin.net
clare.treacher83@gmail.com
williewilkinson@btinternet.com
serennol@yahoo.co.uk
www.serennol.co.uk
lizziecatw@higford.orangehome.co.uk

* Denotes stud ownership

OVERSEAS KORAT BREEDERS
Ms C Baird
Mr B Pollesche

Primprau’s
Kobalt

Denmark
Germany

dkkorat@yahoo.dk
bpollesche@arcor.de

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
K&TCA KITTEN LIST SERVICE
Contact Julie Cherkas with your litter information and she will place the details on the KCA website.
Please include date of birth, number of kittens born, type of kittens (i.e. Korats or Thais),
number of each sex still available and date the kittens will be ready for their new homes.

Please remember to let Julie know when your kittens have been placed.
www.korats.org.uk

www.korats.org.uk

